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Dear Frank:

Attached as a table are the results of the UCR 14C analysis of two Kennewiek bones compared with
our earlier Kennewick results for comparison.

1. Comuments on the UCR 14CResults: On the basis of their amino acid carbon contents (AACC)
a_d amino acid profdes, UCR-3806 and 3807 exhibit much lower collagen (protein) preservation than
the earLier Kennewick bone my lab previously analyzed (UCR-3476). UCR-3806 has totally lost its
college.a-lie amino acid pattern. As I reported previously, both UCR-3806 and UCR-3807 exhibited
unusual amounts of effervescence ia aeid.which..'ls:usually.an.indieation ofsignificant amounts of
secondary carbonates.and there was unusual:difficulty:in filtering the hydrolysat_.-_

The AACC that I reported: earlier by mmailhas been revised in light of additional analyses. (As I
mentioned to you previously, we had just received our newI-IPLC and were still calibrating with
standards when the initial analyses were obtained..) The revised AACC values do not change the fact
that both bones are problematical in terms of their suitability to yield accurate bone 14C;values due to
their degraded biogeoehemical condition. Although UCR-3807 turns out to have more protein that I
reported earlier (14.3% AACC of our modem bone standard), the amino acid composition is marginal
in terms of its collagen- or non-collagen like characteristic:;. On a routine basis, our criteria for an
acceptable bone is at least 5 % AACC and where the bone :retains a clear collagen-like amino acid
profile. On the b_in of their amino acid profiles, both UCR-3806 and UCR-3807 are ¢Iass_ed as
ann-collagen.

Because of their biochemica_ly degraded condition, I report the results of the 14C measurements in
terms of fraction modern with the apparent 14C age cited in footnotes. You will also note that the
reported _13C values of these two samples are not typical of collagen amino acids. I would interpret
that these values reflect primarily a dietary effect--namely _hat the individual (assuming that there is
only one individual he.re Aet.,resented) subsisted largely on a marine diet (e.g., fish). There also could
be a fractionation factor involved due to the poor protein preservation. (In the ease Of UCR-3476, the
first Kermewick bone we rata, we also observed a dcp_s___q,a13C value and, making certain
assumptions, we calculat___ a reservoir corrected age of 7880_+160 BP.)

In summary, U,CR:3807 exhib!_, an young_ a_e offset of a_ut 3 %(about 280 14C years) in
comparison wire ut_-._to while ut.K-._o Is very anomatous witi_ respoet to UCR-3476. One
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